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How Cloud Implementation
Drives HR to Improve its
People Skills
By moving its systems to the cloud, the human resource function gains
flexibility, reduces costs, and improves its ability to innovate, while better
aligning itself with the company’s strategic goals.
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MOVING TO THE CLOUD spurs the HR function to do for itself what it typically
teaches others: use data to take advantage of better people skills.
Deriving optimal value from the switch, even in the short term, requires achieving
a delicate balance between deploying certain cloud assets and leveraging existing
investments. But timing isn’t everything. More fundamentally, HR’s transition to the
cloud can best succeed if its employees can engage with the technology. In a recent
survey, one-third of HR respondents reported that their workers needed more skills in
“IT literacy” as a result of cloud-based technology implementation. The global survey,
exploring the incentives and advantages for companies to move finance and HR to
the cloud, drew 700 respondents, including 300 who identified themselves as from
the HR function. Geographically, 57 percent of HR respondents are based in Europe,
the Middle East, or Africa, with 19 percent from Asia/Pacific and 27 percent from the
Americas. HR respondents split nearly 60-40 between those whose companies post
revenues of over $1 billion and those with revenues under $1 billion.
Some 62 percent of HR-based respondents in the survey, which was commissioned by
Oracle and conducted by MIT Technology Review Custom, say that their company’s
cloud technology is either “fully deployed” or in the “late stages” of deployment. Without
making sure the function has access to the appropriate skills, HR’s earliest forays into
cloud adoption may fall short of its sky-high hopes, says Mike DiClaudio, a principal in
KPMG’s People & Change practice. “The HR function hasn’t curated, on the people
side, the skills that take data and make it evidence for action or conclusion,” he says.
“HR doesn’t always have the skills required to move beyond creating headcount or
turnover reports and focus on mining the data to get to the action and conclusion.”
Increasing demands on the HR function range from globalization—for example,
efficiently conducting performance reviews across a dozen different countries—to
demographic shifts and workplace productivity challenges. The cloud promises to
deliver innovation and value to end users faster than ever, equipping HR to cut costs
and improve strategic alignment while creating more sophisticated workflow and better
network collaboration.

“If HR leads into the cloud, finance can get
green with envy. No matter who owns it,
they can work together to clean up and
streamline their own business models for
how they serve the organization.”
–Mike DiClaudio, Principal, KPMG People & Change practice
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HR isn’t in it alone. Executing on an existing shared-services model, HR often collaborates with finance to use the cloud’s arrival as an opportunity to streamline processes such as payroll, where deduction codes and pay cycles tend to accumulate.
From there, the two functions may also reconfigure the company’s processes for
tracking and managing absences. “If HR leads into the cloud, finance can get green
with envy,” says DiClaudio. “No matter who owns it, they can work together to clean
up and streamline their own business models for how they serve the organization.”
Reaching such ambitious goals, of course, requires an HR department capable of
supporting such agility. The cloud can furnish critical insights, but it’s up to individuals to make informed strategic decisions based on that data.
The HR function doesn not need to develop all those analytics skills internally. The
cloud is nothing if not a platform for collaboration, promoting real-time connection
between employees and managers through various social tools such as chat and
blogging. For HR, that bonding may begin with reaching out to another function for
guidance. In the survey, 45 percent of HR respondents identified “bringing in IT
people to be part of the department” as among the actions they expect to take in
the next year.

Focused on the Cloud, HR and IT
Rise Above their Differences

It may be a shared motivation between HR and IT that initially pushes the business
to invest in the cloud. That decision can grow out of each function’s frustration over
limits to optimizing its productivity.
Such a scenario also captures the typical division of labor: HR sets the parameters
regarding data requirements, while IT reaches into the existing legacy system and
works on populating the system. Those parallel efforts, in pursuit of a common goal,
provide value by transforming the often-delicate dynamic between the two functions.
Typically, HR views itself as the lowest priority for IT, with its requests for specific data
tables sinking to the bottom of IT’s to-do list. The cloud—once fully deployed—nullifies
that resentment, elevating the relationship from order fulfillment to partnership.
“The ownership can migrate from IT to HR,” says DiClaudio. “IT’s role has shifted
away from having to enable HR to do certain things. The technology enables
HR to do those things.” But he points out that even at companies where the cloud
has reached full deployment, old habits die hard. “Lots of companies see IT as
owning the cloud system, just like they owned the on-premise system,” he says.
As transformative as the technology may ultimately be, organizational habits are
still difficult to change.
But the rewards of doing so are abundant. In the survey, 69 percent of respondents
from HR say that the relationship between IT and HR has “significantly” or
“somewhat” improved as a result of moving to the cloud, while more than 80
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The cloud is nothing if not a platform for collaboration,
promoting real-time connection between employees and
managers through various social tools such as chat and
blogging. For HR, that bonding may begin with reaching
out to another function for guidance.

percent of IT and finance respondents share that perspective. DiClaudio says that more
HR executives will see the relationship as improved as they gain a greater grasp of the
cloud’s capabilities. Choosing among the most critical organizational characteristics for
successful transitioning to cloud-based technologies, “IT cooperation” drew the highest
proportion of HR respondents, at 43 percent.
As they set off on their trip to transformation, the two functions are also likely to be united
by a key challenge they pick up along the way: data quality. Every HR leader, says
DiClaudio, either has or “desperately seeks” a one-page view of the talent component
of the organization. Chief human resources officers (CHROs) want to be able to walk
into an executive meeting with the equivalent of the CFO’s “financials at a glance” or the
chief legal officer’s “risks at a glance.” The CHRO’s version would include the company’s
turnover, key talent crises, and crucial skills that will be needed in the next five years, all
based on the underlying company strategy and goals. Why don’t they have such a tool?
Because “you really need good data to do that,” says DiClaudio. In an on-premises
environment characterized by frequent and highly disruptive upgrades, “you’re never
really incentivized to change the data structure,” he says. In the survey, 70 percent of
respondents from HR report that the quality of the data has improved, evenly divided
between “significantly” and “somewhat,” as a result of the move to the cloud.
Neither that, nor any improvement in the function-to-function relationship, happens
magically, despite the cloud’s lofty image. It takes time for new roles to assume
their rightful shape within a changed operating model. DiClaudio likens a company’s
growing awareness of the cloud’s full capabilities to a bad driver who gives up their
beloved old vehicle—the equivalent of a patchy on-premises system—in favor of a
gleaming new roadster. But the new vehicle’s fancy features won’t compensate for
the quality of the driver.
New technology, in other words, doesn’t automatically change everything. “You buy
a car with twice the horsepower as the previous model, and it doesn’t make you a
better driver,” says DiClaudio. “You’re a bad driver who can now drive faster.”
With the cloud, “If you can apply that power effectively and learn how to drive
effectively, you’ll become a much more powerful driver.”
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Typically, HR views itself as the lowest priority for IT, with its
requests for specific data tables sinking to the bottom of
IT’s to-do list. The cloud—once fully deployed—nullifies that
source of resentment, elevating the relationship from order
fulfillment to partnership.

The Shape of Real-World Cloud Implementation

With sufficient experience to have gained perspective on their own cloud journeys,
most survey respondents from HR, IT, and finance seem to agree that implementation
was challenging, but worth it. It’s clear that it is important to build a culture of continuous improvement, which can lead to new ways of working faster and might require
new skills. Those waiting to experience the transformative power of the cloud should
keep in mind:
•The cloud offers a new start. DiClaudio compares the outcome of the cloud
journey to that of running a popular marathon, where many participants run as much
as an entire mile just to reach the starting line. When CEOs are demanding headcount reports and turnover data, HR managers must always scramble, never mind
pondering the root problem. “Cloud platforms put you right at the front of the starting
line,” says DiClaudio. “You get to jump right to the beginning.”
• Practice patience. Data quality may improve, but confidence in it won’t—right
away. DiClaudio ranks this as a top dilemma, counseling fortitude. “They’ve spent
so many years not inherently trusting data and are still scarred and not sure they
believe it,” he says. In addition, ease of maintenance takes years to fully appreciate.
• Sweat the small(est) stuff. To increase utilization of self-service portals by
employees and management, label it otherwise—“direct-access,” he says. “Self-service
has a connotation that is not especially user-friendly.”
• Manage expectations. While the “transformational” aspect of the cloud is real,
there’s no rushing it. In the survey, 26 percent of respondents from HR say that cloud
implementation has enabled them to devote more time to “working with colleagues
in revenue generating/product development departments.” DiClaudio attributes the
relatively low proportion to the fact that companies too often make the mistake of
moving existing processes to the cloud rather than creating cloud-compatible
processes. “You need to streamline process, take out approvals, and take HR out
of a lot of processes,” he says. “Don’t repeat the same business process on new
platform.”
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• Conduct training during implementation—not afterwards. Waiting until the
cloud is fully deployed to formally undertake the upskilling process can be counter-productive. “Switching the kitchen doesn’t instantly change what you can cook,”
says DiClaudio. Once the cloud lifts administrative burdens, employees don’t magically leap into some higher strata of value-added activity “Clients implement the
cloud, and say, ‘Great, now we’re going to be strategic. At that point, everyone looks
around and says ‘OK, what does it mean to be strategic?’” While DiClaudio allows
that “Human procrastination is a normal behavior,” he advises against waiting until
everyone is drained from a long, thorny implementation process to energetically
launch into training. “The cloud,” he says, “is not transformational if you aren’t
changing behaviors and role expectations, along with processes.”
For more information, please visit the Oracle and MIT Technology Review Custom survey results
at www.oracle.com/mittr-hcm and the KPMG HR Transformation Survey at http://bit.ly/2hoG1K9
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